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Abstract
Implicit learning paradigms which are structurally
complex and call upon high processing demands
during multiple lengthy learning sets, such as
perceptual/motor sequence learning, are widely
accepted as valid implicit learning assessments
(Howard & Howard, 1997; Nissen & Bullemer,
1987).  However, the validity of implicit learning
paradigms of simple concepts is unclear. This
experiment uses a task developed by Frick and Lee
(1995) to examine the implicit learning of a simple
regularity, i.e., that the same letter always occurred in
the second position of studied lists.  We assessed (1)
whether increasing the number of trials during a
study phase leads to increased implicit knowledge as
assessed during a discrimination task, and (2)
whether learning occurs exclusively during the study
phase, and not during the discrimination task as well.
Participants in this study were assigned to one of
three groups which varied by number of study trials:
10, 20 or 30 letter strings presented.  The results
indicate that implicit learning of a simple second-
letter same pattern occurred for all groups.  This
learning, measured by performance on a
discrimination test, occurred during the study phase,
as discrimination performance did not differ between
the first half and second half of the test phase. The
results also demonstrate that increased pattern
exposure during the study phase increases
discrimination performance.   We conclude that
implicit learning of a simple concept does exist as a
valid implicit learning paradigm, and highlight its
utility for future research.

Letter Strings
Study Phase

“Recall each string…”

XDCRJVZ

LDGQTZY

A total of 30 letter strings were created.  Each was 7
consonants long with no consonants repeating within a string.
The same critical letter, D, occurred as the second letter in all
strings for a given person.  For example, the strings above are
the first two letter strings seen by all participants.

Goal
This experiment seeks to establish the validity of the
implicit concept learning paradigm developed by
Frick and Lee (1995) by (1) demonstrating a learning
curve based upon varied amounts of pattern exposure
during study, and (2) establishing that learning
occurs only during the study phase.

Method
Study phase: Participants were told that the experiment was a
test of immediate memory. They were shown one seven-letter-
long string at a time and were asked to recall it aloud
immediately following its disappearance.

Discrimination Phase: Immediately following the study
phase, participants were shown two seven-letter-long letter
strings presented side-by-side. They were asked “to choose
the letter string which looks more familiar” for 20 trials.

Assessment of declarative knowledge: Participants were
asked three questions:

(1) “ Can you describe any particular reason for 
choosing one of the letter strings over the other? If so, 
please explain that reason.  Even if you are unsure, 
please make a guess”

(2) “You may have noticed that there was a pattern
among all of the string sets you were asked to recall.
Do you have any idea what the pattern was?  Even if
you are unsure, please make a guess.”

 (3) “In fact, the pattern consisted of one letter always
occurring in a certain position in the list.  Can you
make a guess as to what the letter was and in what
position?”

Conclusions
1. Implicit learning of a simple second-

letter-same concept was learned by
all groups.

2. A linear increase in learning as
pattern exposure increased provides
evidence for learning during the
study phase as does the lack of
improved performance during the
discrimination test.

3. This paradigm provides a valid
measure of implicit learning, in
which a simple concept can be
learned via few exposures.

Learning occurs during the study phase

*Performance on the 2nd  half of the discrimination test
(purple) was not better than 1st half performance (blue),

so learning did not occur during the test phase

Increased pattern exposure increases
discrimination performance

*There is a significant linear increase in performance as
study trials increase

Subjects
Undergraduate students (N= 90) at a large
northeastern university between the ages of 18 and 22
were randomly assigned to one of three conditions
which differed in the number of study trials given
during the study phase.  Participants were exposed to
either 10, 20 or 30 letter strings for recall.
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 Discrimination Performance by Group
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Discrimination Phase

“Choose the letter string that looks more familiar”

QDBVCNX CNQVXBD
Neither of the strings in a discrimination pair had been
seen previously.  Both strings contained the same
letters but in different positions.  In one of the strings,
but not the other, the critical letter was in the second
position, and so conformed to the regularity
encountered during the learning phase.

Discrimination Performance by Group by Test Half
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Results: Explicit Knowledge
- No participants reported explicit knowledge as 
assessed through the first two experimental 
questions
- 13.3% of subjects reported the pattern as a guess in 
response to the third question
- Results are presented without these 12 subjects


